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ABSTRACT
We consider the problem of reconstructing signals and images from
periodic nonlinearities. For such problems, we design a measurement
scheme that supports efficient reconstruction; moreover, our method
can be adapted to extend to compressive sensing-based signal and im-
age acquisition systems. Our techniques can be potentially useful for
reducing the measurement complexity of high dynamic range (HDR)
imaging systems, with little loss in reconstruction quality. Several
numerical experiments on real data demonstrate the effectiveness of
our approach.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Motivation
Reliable estimation of a signal (or image) from nonlinear observations
is of fundamental interest to several signal processing and machine
learning applications. However, such an estimation is confounded
by cases where the nonlinearity in each observation is well-modeled
by a periodic function such as a sinusoidal function, or sawtooth
function, or a square-wave function. Periodic functions are many-to-
one mappings, and inverting them can be challenging.
Our focus in this paper is a special kind of periodic nonlinear ob-
servation model encountered in high-dynamic range (HDR) imaging.
It is well known that real world scenes contain a large range of bright-
ness levels. However, due to hardware limitations, not all brightness
levels can be accurately captured using conventional photography; if
tuned incorrectly, most scene intensity levels can lie in the saturation
region of the image sensors, causing loss of scene information. Simi-
lar problems arise in the case of multiplexed imaging systems, such
as lensless and coded aperture imaging [1, 2].
One solution is to increase the dynamic range of the image sen-
sors, but this can lead to expensive hardware. An alternative solution
is to deploy a special type of image sensor that wraps the observed in-
tensity value at a pixel over a given dynamic range. This is analogous
to the familiar modulo operation with respect to a parameter R, and
we call this stylized imaging system a modulo camera [3]. Fig. 1(a)
(black) depicts the modulo nonlinearity, and a major challenge is to
undo the effect of this transformation for each observed pixel.
An added challenge in HDR imaging arises due to quantization.
In fact, the “true” observations in a modulo camera are quantized
versions of the (idealized) modulo observation, and the errors caused
in the quantization propagates into the estimation process. Loss of
information in the quantization process is unavoidable in principle,
and the effect of quantization is magnified with fewer quantization
levels. In acquisition systems with low bit-depth, such estimation er-
rors can be very pronounced. Fig. 1(a) (cyan) depicts the quantization
nonlinearity incurred during the observation process.
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Fig. 1: (a) Modulo function, f(t) = mod(t, R) and quantized mod-
ulo function, Qof(t); (b,c,d) Depiction of forward model. An input
image (b) is transformed via a modulo function f(t) = mod(t, R),
to (c). Such a “modulo” image is further quantized to obtain (d).
1.2. Setup
We formalize the above discussion as follows. Assume X ⊆ Rn to
be a given (known) subset in the data space, and consider a signal (or
image) x ∈ X . We model (possible) multiplexing operations and gain
adjustments as linear transformations, denoted by A ∈ Rp×n and
C ∈ Rm×p respectively. The composite observation model becomes:
u = f(Ax), y = Q(Cu), (1.1)
where f(·) = mod(·, R) denotes the modulo function with respect
to a range parameter R and Q(·) denotes a quantization function. In
this paper, we consider a 1-bit quantization function with only two
levels, 0 and 1. A representative example is shown in Fig. 1 where
A and C are identity operators. In Figs 1(c) and 1(d), the outputs
of the functions f and Q are displayed when a test grayscale image
(Fig. 1(a)) is used in the input. Our overall objective is to estimate
the original signal x from the set of measurements y.
1.3. Our contributions
Clearly, the above estimation procedure is challenging due to the
highly non-invertible nature of the observation model. In this paper,
we design a systematic approach that takes some initial steps towards
resolving this challenge. Our overarching assumption is that the
measurement operations A and C are part of the design space. The
core idea in our approach is that a very small, but carefully designed,
non-adaptive set of measurements can support efficient estimation of
the unknown signal.
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Fig. 2: Illustration of our approach. A given input image is modulated
pixel-wise with three pre-chosen weights, passed through a modulo
sensor, modulated again pixel-wise with three weights, and quantized
to binary images. The resulting observations are shown in (a). The
images in (b) and (c) represent the reconstruction of the modulo
images, û and the final image, x̂, respectively.
Our approach follows stagewise. First, we consider the prob-
lem of inverting the quantization function, i.e., recovering u from
y = Q(Cu). We demonstrate the existence of a linear operator C
(together with an efficient reconstruction algorithm) that supports
such an inversion. Specifically, our operator C obeys a particular
block-diagonal form with weights chosen according to a harmonic
progression; see Section 3 for details. We only consider 1-bit quanti-
zation functions, but similar ideas can presumably be extended for
a higher number of quantization levels. In addition, our method
supports the criterion of consistent reconstruction as defined in [4].
Next, we consider the problem of inverting the modulo operation,
i.e., recovering x from u = f(Ax). We propose an algorithm that
builds upon the approach proposed in [5]. In particular, we show that
if the operator A satisfies a certain factorization A = DB, then f
can be stably inverted. To enable efficient inversion, the matrix D
must also be block-diagonal with weights chosen either randomly,
or according to a geometric progression. In the former case, the
reconstruction algorithm is an extension of the approach of [5], while
in the latter case the reconstruction follows the approach of [3].
The above two-stage procedure can be easily adapted to the case
where we have some prior knowledge of the original signal x. This
enables our approach to be used in conjunction with compressive
imaging architectures. Common priors used in compressive imaging
include sparsity in some known orthonormal basis [6]. Note that our
measurements are highly quantized and the total “bit” complexity of
our observations is far smaller than conventional techniques. There-
fore, within our framework, one can choose to increase the number of
quantizer measurements (rows of C) and/or modulo measurements
(rows of D) in order to achieve better estimation performance.
Fig. 2 displays some representative results using our approach.
We begin with a standard “Peppers” image, compute a modulo trans-
formation with three multiplexed measurements per pixel, and further
modulate it with a sequence of three harmonic multipliers per mea-
surement before passing it through a 1-bit quantizer. (In words, the
overall “oversampling factor” in our method is 9×.) The final binary
measurements displayed in Fig. 2(a) are given as inputs to our recon-
struction algorithm. The results from the first and second stages are
displayed as images in Fig. 2(b). As is visually evident, our method is
able to successfully reconstruct the image, as displayed in Fig. 2(c).
2. PRIORWORK
The recovery problem considered in this paper is a confluence of
3 sub-problems — dequantization, modulo inversion, and sparse
recovery. While each of them have been separately considered in
considerable detail in signal processing, to the best of our knowledge
our work is the first to combine all three sub-problems. The first and
third subproblems fall under the purview of quantized compressive
sensing and has been the topic of extensive study, dating back to
the work of [7] and [8]. While [7] uses additive, random dither
to compensate the effect of quantization, our method proposes a
different, multiplicative approach. Moreover, [8] introduces sparse
recovery from 1-bit measurements, but strictly assumes that the signal
is normalized to have unit Euclidean norm. In [9], a similar problem
of recovering x from Q(Ax) has been studied, but contrary to our
setup, it pre-supposes the components of z = Ax to be correlated.
The modulo inversion subproblem is also known in the literature
as phase unwrapping. The algorithm proposed in [10] is specialized
to images, and employs graph cuts for phase unwrapping from a
single modulo measurement per pixel. However, the inherent assump-
tion there is that the input image has very few sharp discontinuities,
and this makes it unsuitable for practical situations with textured
images. Our main motivation for this paper is the work of [3] on
HDR imaging using a modulo camera sensor. For image reconstruc-
tion using multiple measurements, it proposes the method called
the multi-shot UHDR recovery algorithm; below, we show that this
method can be effectively used in conjunction with quantizers as well
as multiplexing mechanisms such as compressive imaging systems.
Our approach can be viewed as an application of the “decoupled”
measurements idea described in [5]. This earlier work did not take
into account the effect of quantization in the reconstruction procedure.
We resolve this issue using our proposed harmonic multipliers method
that we describe in detail below.
3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Let us introduce some notation. Let xi denote the ith entry of the
vector x ∈ Rn. Moreover, x(i : q : (k − 1)q + i) denotes the sub-
vector in Rk formed by the entries of x starting at index i+qr, where
r = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1 and i ∈ [q]. In addition, A(i : q : (k − 1)q, l)
represents the sub-vector constructed by selecting the lth column of
matrix A and choosing the entries of the selected column as above.
In (1.1), we assume that the matrix A can be factorized as A =
DB where D ∈ Rp×n is obtained by stacking k′ diagonal matrices
with size q × q. Moreover, B ∈ Rq×n is a matrix which depends
on the prior used for x. For instance, if x is assumed to be a sparse
vector in some orthobasis, then B can be any matrix that supports
sparse recovery; for instance, B can satisfy the restricted isometry
property (RIP) [11], or the null-space property (NSP) [6].
Also, in (1.1) we assume that C is another block diagonal matrix
of size m × p formed by k diagonal matrices with size p × p such
that the diagonal entries in each of these blocks are specially chosen
(see Section 4.1 below for more details). We assume that p and m are
multiples of q and p, respectively.
For brevity, let us denote mod(·, R) as mod(·). Then, the
model (1.1) can be expanded as:
y = Q


C0
C1
...
Ck−1
mod


D1
D2
...
Dk
′
Bx

 . (3.1)
We define the following intermediate variables:
u = mod(DBx) ∈ Rp, z = Bx ∈ Rq, (3.2)
As discussed in [5], the block diagonal structure of D and C allows
the signal reconstruction problem to be reduced to a sequence of
decoupled scalar estimation problems; such a decoupling enables the
estimation of each entry of z and u independently of all other entries.
We also assume that the analog values of the input signal lies
within a range known a priori. We define ∆ as the reference point
for the quantization, and assume that the inputs to the quantizer are
bounded within the region [0, 2∆]. The function under consideration
is the 1-bit quantization function, defined as follows:
Q(ui) =
{
0, if ui ≤ ∆
1, if ∆ < ui ≤ 2∆ (3.3)
For every element of the input to the quantizer, ui, we measure
multiple outputs yi,0, yi,1, · · · , yi,k−1, given by:
yi,j = Q(ci,jui), j = 0, 1, 2, ..., k − 1. (3.4)
with c0 = 1, and each subsequent ci,j is defined as :
ci,j =
{
k
k−j , if yi,0 = 0,
k
k+j
, if yi,0 = 1,
j = 1, 2, ..., k − 1. (3.5)
The underlying idea is to increase or decrease the value of ci,jui grad-
ually and to detect the index j∗ for which yi,j changes its value for the
first time. Using j∗, Interval containing ui can be determined. Here,
the reason for choosing the values of ci,j in harmonic progression is
to ensure that all such intervals corresponding to the different values
of j∗ have equal widths. This fact is made clearer in Section 4.1.
As the multipliers ci,j form a harmonic progression for both
the cases, we call the proposed measurement scheme the harmonic
multipliers method. In order to express it as a linear transformation,
these multipliers can be arranged into a block diagonal matrix C of
size (kp)×p, for which the diagonal entry in ith row in blockCj will
be ci,j , the multiplier corresponding to the input signal element ui.
The forward model can be written in the form of following equation:
y = Q(Cu), (3.6)
where u is defined in (3.2).
4. RECONSTRUCTION PROCEDURE
To solve the inverse problem in (3.1), we propose a three stage pro-
cedure that we call reconstruction from de-quantized modulo ob-
servations, or RQM for short. In the first stage, RQM estimates
u = mod(Ax) from vector y. Next, it uses the estimate, û to pro-
duce an estimate z in the second stage (say ẑ). Finally, this estimate
ẑ is used for recovery of the original x. The pseudocode of RQM is
given as Alg. 1. We now describe each of these stages in detail.
4.1. Harmonic dequantization
We first attempt to recover u. Based on the value of Q(ui), we can
know the interval in which ui lies, which can either be [0,∆] or
[∆, 2∆]. For ui ∈ [0,∆], the multipliers are designed in such a
way that with each multiplication, we gradually increase the value of
ci,jui until it becomes greater than ∆ at j = j∗ to giveQ(ci,j∗ui) =
1.
Algorithm 1 RQM
Inputs: y, D, B, C, k, k′, Ω, s
Output: x̂
Stage 1: Harmonic dequantization
û← HMDEQUANTIZATION(y, C, k)
Stage 2: Modulo recovery
θ ← exp(iû)
for l = 1 : q do
t← D(l : q : (k′ − 1)q + l, l)
φ← θ(l : q : (k′ − 1)q + l)
ẑl = arg maxω∈Ω |〈y, ψω〉|
end for
ẑ ← [ẑ1, ẑ2 . . . , ẑq]T
Stage 3: Sparse recovery
x̂← COSAMP(ẑ, B, s)
Algorithm 2 HMDEQUANTIZATION
Inputs: y, C, k
Output: û
n← length(y)/k
for l = 1 : n do
if yl = 0 then
t← y(l + n : n : (k − 1)n+ l, 1)
j∗ ← minj∈{1,2,...,k−1} such that tj = 1
ûl ← v ∼ U [∆ k−j∗k ,∆ k−j
∗+1
k
]
else if yl = 1 then
t← y(l + n : n : (k − 1)n+ l, 1)
j∗ ← minj∈{1,2,...,k−1} such that tj = 0
ûl ← v ∼ U [∆ k+j∗−1k ,∆ k+j
∗
k
]
end if
end for
Using j∗, we can decide the interval of ui as follows. Equation
(3.4) gives:
yi,j∗−1 = Q(ci,j∗−1ui) =
⌊
kui
(k − j∗ + 1)∆
⌋
= 0.
Similarly,
yi,j∗ = Q(ci,j∗ui) =
⌊
kui
(k − j∗)∆
⌋
= 1.
Combining the above relations, we infer that:
∆
(k − j∗)
k
≤ ui < ∆(k − j
∗ + 1)
k
. (4.1)
Similarly, for ui with yi,0 = 1, through each multiplication with ci,j ,
the value of ci,jui decreases gradually and becomes less than ∆ for
j = j∗ for the first time.
∆
(k + j∗ − 1)
k
≤ ui < ∆(k + j
∗)
k
. (4.2)
Equations (4.1) and (4.2) provide us the interval on the real line that
contains ui. To remove bias, a random real number is chosen from
this interval as the final estimate ûi. The width of this interval is
δ = ∆
k
, which is same for every interval corresponding to different
values of j∗ owing to harmonic design of the multipliers. The value
of δ (and consequently, the estimation error) can be made sufficiently
small by increasing the value of k. For the estimate ûi to lie within
an ∆ neighborhood of ui, the minimum value required for k can be
calculated as kreq =
⌈
1

⌉
.
In this paper, we assume that the first multiplier c0 = 1, and it
is possible to decide the appropriate cj’s by looking at the value of
the first measurement yi,0 in Eq (3.5). In case purely non-adaptive
measurements are desired, a similar approach can be followed by ac-
quiring 2k−1 measurements with each possible value of cj specified
by both cases of (3.5). The pseudocode of this stage is given as Alg 2.
4.2. Modulo recovery
The output of HMDEQUANTIZATION acts as input for the modulo
recovery stage. The goal of this stage is to find an estimate for the
vector z. There are several different ways of doing this, including
the multi-shot UHDR method of [3]. Here, we describe a novel
approach, based on the MF-Sparse algorithm of [5]. We assume that
the entries of z belong to some bounded set Ω ∈ R. Fix l ∈ [q]
and form θ = exp(iû). Let t = D(l : q : (k′ − 1)q + l, l) and
φ = θ(l : q : (k′ − 1)q + l), which are vectors in Rk′ . Thus, we
have the following model:
φ = exp(izlt) . (4.3)
In the above model, φ can be interpreted as a set of time samples
of a complex-valued signal with frequencies zl ∈ Ω, measured at
time locations t. As a result, we can independently recover zl for
l = 1, . . . , q by solving a least-squares problem [12]:
ẑl = arg min
v∈Ω
‖φ− exp(i vt)‖22 = arg max
v∈Ω
|〈φ, ψv〉| , (4.4)
for all l = 1, . . . , q, where ψv ∈ Rk′ denotes a template vector given
by ψv = exp(jtv) for any v ∈ Ω. The solution of this optimization
problem is equivalent to performing a matched filter from irregularly
spaced samples. Numerically, the optimization problem in (4.4) can
be solved using a grid search over the set Ω, and the resolution
of this grid search controls the running time of the algorithm. For
fine enough resolutions, the estimation of zl is more accurate, at
the expense of increased running time. This issue is also discussed
in [12] and [13, 14, 15] have proposed more sophisticated spectral
estimation techniques.
In (4.3), the vector θ is modeled in terms of complex exponen-
tials. As discussed in [5], we can equivalently use a real-valued sine
function. That is, the vector φ can be defined as:
φ = sin(izlt), (4.5)
Similar to the complex case, we estimate z by solving [5]:
ẑl = arg min
v∈Ω
‖φ− sin(vt)‖22 = arg max
v∈Ω
(
2 |〈φ, ψv〉| − ‖ψv‖22
)
,
for l = 1, . . . , q and φ as defined above and ψv = sin(tv).
4.3. Sparse recovery
Finally, we estimate the original signal x from ẑ obtained as the
output of the second stage. Note that the use of sparse recovery here
is generic, and we could in principle use any other prior model of
relevance to the specific imaging application. Since we assume that
matrix B in (3.1) supports stable sparse recovery and the underlying
signal x is s-sparse, we can use any generic sparse recovery algorithm
to estimate x. In our experiments, we chose to use the CoSaMP
algorithm [16] due to its ease and speed. Hence, we take ẑ from
previous stage and run CoSaMP to obtain the final estimation, x̂.
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we provide some representative numerical experiments
for our proposed algorithm. First, we provide results describing our
proposed dequantization procedure on a real test image. Further, we
also provide results for the combined task of de-quantization and
modulo recovery, with and without sparsity priors on the underlying
signal. We employ two different algorithms for modulo recovery,
and therefore we have following four combinations for our exper-
iments: (i) reconstruction from de-quantized modulo observations
using RQM, with and without sparsity priors, (ii) de-quantization
using our HM algorithm followed by modulo recovery using the
multi-shot UHDR recovery algorithm (we refer this whole procedure
as RQM-multi-shot), with and without sparsity priors.
5.1. Dequantization
In this experiment, we only focus on the first stage, i.e., we attempt
to recover the image w from set of k quantized measurements yj ,
j = 0, 1, 2, ..., k − 1, using the HMDEQUANTIZATION method for
different values of k. We record the normalized estimation error
defined as ‖ŵ−w‖2‖w‖2 , with ŵ being the estimate of w. Here, w is
the grayscale form of an 8-bit, 3-channel RGB image of the size
512 × 512. The 1-bit quantizer described in Eq (3.3) is used with
∆ = 27 to calculate y. Based on values of y0, the coefficients cjs are
decided for each element of w. Subsequently, (k − 1) measurements
are obtained according to Eq (3.5), and the HMDEQUANTIZATION
method is used to obtain ŵ. The normalized estimation error is plotted
against the number of measurements k in Fig. 3(a). As we observe
from the plot, our algorithm can recover w within 10% of error with
as low as 5 measurements. Increasing the value of k improves the
recovery performance rapidly in this regime, and less than 5% error
can be achieved with k ≥ 9.
5.2. Experiment: No sparsity priors
We take an 8-bit, 3-channel RGB image of size 256× 256, convert
it to grayscale, and scale the dynamic range to [0,1]. Since there
are no sparsity priors assumed here, we let B be the identity matrix.
We consider two cases for D. In the forward model specified by
the RQM algorithm, the vectorized image x is first multiplied by
the block diagonal matrix Dmf . The size of Dmf is set (k′n) ×
n as it contains k′ blocks of size n × n each. Diagonal of each
block contains uniformly distributed random variables in the range
[−T, T ]. Similarly, in the forward model specified by for RQM-
multi-shot, x is multiplied by the block diagonal matrix Dms; here,
all diagonal elements for rth block are same and equal to 29−r; for
r = 1, 2, . . . , k′ [3].
To recover ẑ = x̂, the estimation of z = x, from measurement y,
we employ both the RQM as well as the RQM-multi-shot algorithms
in two separate experiments. In Fig. 3(b), we plot the normalized esti-
mation error in recovered x in case of RQM-multi-shot by varying k,
while k′ is fixed to 3. As we can see, we are able to recover the origi-
nal image within 5% error only with k = 3 quantized measurements.
Fig. 3(b) also shows the variation of normalized estimation error for
the RQM algorithm with k′ fixed to 4. To recover the original image
within 5% error, RQM requires k = 15 quantized measurements.
5.3. Experiment: Sparsity priors
We now evaluate the performance of the proposed method in scenarios
where the input signal is s-sparse. We use the same 256× 256 RGB
image, convert to grayscale, and after obtaining its 2D Haar wavelet
decomposition, retain the s = 1000 largest coefficients to sparsify
the image. We further multiply the sparse test image by a subsampled
Fourier matrix with q = 8000 multiplied with a diagonal matrix
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Fig. 3: Normalized error vs number of quantized measurements (k) for: (a) dequantization using HM algorithm; (b) reconstruction from
quantized modulo measurements using RQM and RQM multi-shot; (c) reconstruction from quantized modulo measurements of sparse input
using RQM and RQM multi-shot.
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Fig. 4: Image reconstruction results: (a) image reconstructed from quantized measurements using HM, k = 5; (b) image reconstructed from
quantized modulo measurements using RQM (left) and RQM multi-shot (right), k = 5; (c) sparse input image (left), image reconstructed from
quantized modulo measurements of sparse input using RQM-sparse (centre) and RQM multi-shot-sparse (right), k = 10.
with random ±1 entries to get z = Bx. The rest of the observation
process is identical to the experiment described above.
Again, two separate experiments are performed with using RQM
in one and RQM-multi-shot algorithm in another to recover ẑ from
y. The final step is to compute the estimate of high dimensional
signal x̂ ∈ Rn from ẑ ∈ Rq , which we achieve using the CoSamP
algorithm [16]. For the RQM-multi-shot-sparse algorithm, we fix
k′ = 3, and obtain the plot of relative error by varying the value
of k, which is shown in Fig. 3(c). As we can see from the plot, we
are able to recover the original image within 5% error only with
the use of 7 quantized measurements. Similar to the experiment
without sparsity, we fixed k′ = 4 for RQM-sparse algorithm, and
measure the normalized estimation error in xˆ for different values of
k. Corresponding plot is in Fig. 3(c). To estimate the original image
within 5% relative error, k = 25 quantized measurements are used.
Considering that the input is sparse and the measurements y
are binary, the storage requirements for y are considerably smaller
compared to the case without sparsity. In essence, leveraging the
sparsity prior can reduce the sample complexity of the algorithm
drastically. The tradeoff is to choose a higher value of k or k′, which
will affect the running time only marginally but improves recovery
performance by a significant amount.
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